Dakar 2015: Gerard de Rooy places second in the demanding eighth stage with
Iveco truck
Turin, 12 January, 2015
Gerard de Rooy and his Iveco Powerstar delivered an excellent performance during the eighth stage of
the Dakar. It resulted in a second place ranking in the challenging second half of the rally. Ahead of
him was Russian driver Nikolaev (Kamaz), who had an overall advantage of 11:16 minutes. Other
competitors followed the two leaders at a considerable distance.
The total length of the special was 273 kilometres with the last 50 kilometres of the stage being
particularly difficult and very sandy. Kamaz driver Nikolaev dominated the special from the start
overtaking 16 other rally trucks with an average speed of almost 80 km/h.

Gerard de Rooy maintained a constant speed and was satisfied with the result. Hans Stacey came in
seventh. He was in the top three until midway through the stage, but then lost time on the dunes,
finishing 49:43 minutes behind the stage winner. Pep Vila experienced issues at the beginning of the
stage, but was able to bring his Iveco Trakker safely to the finish, placing 16th.
In the overall ranking, the Kamaz drivers are fighting against each other and the differences between
them are rather small. Mardeev is still leading but is challenged by a charging Nikolaev. For Team
Petronas De Rooy Iveco, Stacey improved from 7th to 6th position, while Gerard de Rooy climbed the
leader board from the 21st spot to the 14th.
“Everything went very well today. The first 160 kilometres of the special were rough and bumpy so I did
not want to take any risks. When we entered the dunes we went as fast as possible. It was difficult for
many competitors not to lose too much time today, as the navigation was very difficult at certain
places. It was a great feeling to be the first truck to start the immense descent and to be the first to
arrive at the bivouac,” said Gerard de Rooy at the finish in Iquique, Chile. “Besides the issues with the
rear differential after that severe jump on the fourth day, we have had almost no problems with the
three Iveco rally trucks. That gives us confidence for the second part of the Dakar,” said De Rooy.

After eight intensive, challenging rally days the truck competitors now have one day off to rest and
look forward to the following days. The mechanics have 40 hours to prepare the trucks for the second
part of the rally. Still five specials to go: 1,476 timed kilometres. The total distance to Buenos Aires is
3,336 kilometres.
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Follow all the news at: www.iveco.com/dakar

Stage 8 – Results:
1. Nikolaev (Kamaz)
2. DE ROOY (IVECO)
3. Karginov (Kamaz)
---------------------------7. STACEY (IVECO)
17. VILA (IVECO)
General Ranking – Stage 8
1. Mardeev (Kamaz)
2. Karginov (Kamaz)
3. Nikolaev (Kamaz)
---------------------------6. STACEY (IVECO)
10. VILA (IVECO)
14. DE ROOY (IVECO)
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+11m16s
+14m58s
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+1h56m09s

26h33m21s
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+12m41s
+2h05m24s
+5h38m23s
+6h58m29s

Iveco
Iveco is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE:
CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana (MI: CNHI). Iveco designs, manufactures and
markets a wide range of light, medium and heavy commercial vehicles, off-road trucks, and vehicles for applications such
as off-road missions.
The brand’s wide range of products include the Daily, a vehicle that covers the 3 – 7 ton vehicle weight segment, the
Eurocargo from 6 – 16 tons, the Trakker (dedicated to off-road missions) and the Stralis, both over 16 tons. In addition,
the Iveco Astra brand builds off-road trucks, rigid and articulated dumpers as well as special vehicles.
Iveco employs close to 21,000 individuals globally. It manages production sites in 7 countries throughout Europe, Asia,
Africa, Oceania and Latin America where it produces vehicles featuring the latest advanced technologies. 4,200 sales and
service outlets in over 160 countries guarantee technical support wherever an Iveco vehicle is at work.
For further information about Iveco: www.iveco.com
For further information about CNH Industrial: www.cnhindustrial.com
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